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Prestressing concrete in buildings
and bridges is an estabushed and
continuously expanding practice. It
is only natural to extend prestressing
to runways and highways to over
come the ever present problem of
the cracking of conventional con
crete pavement.
The superiority of a prestressed
over a conventional reinforced con
crete pavement is obvious: savings
in quantity of concrete (the thick
ness of a prestressed pavement is
but a fraction of that of a conven
tional concrete pavement), resil
ience of a prestressed pavement
and, hence, less stringent require
ments for the preparation of sub
grade; and, finally, the most impor
tant characteristic of prestressed
pavement is the absence of shrink
age and thermal cracks and, there
fore, negligible maintenance during
the service life of the pavement. As
prestressed concrete bridges became
a nationwide practice within the
span of a few years from scattered
pioneering attempts, so it would not
be surprising to witness a nation
wide network of prestressed high
ways within the foreseeable future.
In prestressed concrete, as com
monly employed in buildings and
bridges, we usually regard the struc
tural behavior under service loads
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of post-tensioned concrete on a par
with that of pretensioned concrete.
The choice between pretensioning
and post-tensioning is essentially
based upon the economy of impart
ing the prestress. \Ve are soon to see
that this concept does not exactly
hold for prestressed pavement.
A pavement differs from an edge
supported slab (such as a floor slab)
in that the pavement is supported
on a subgrade over its entire area,
while an edge supported slab is sup
ported only along its edges. This
continuous subgrade support, in ad
dition to developing vertical reac
tions when vertical loads are appued
to the pavement, also develops hori
zontal frictional forces at the bottom
surface of the pavement, when the
latter is subjected to horizontal
strains in its plane due to volumetric
changes which might be thermal,
shrinkage or creep. Because of these
vertical and horizontal subgrade re
actions, the structural behavior of
the pavement and its resistance to
applied loads and volumetric chang
es is greatly influenced by whether
the pavement is pretensioned or
post-tensioned; because in preten
sioning the strand has a potential
continuous bond with concrete.
In an edge supported slab, the
prestressing stress may be assumed
as constant throughout the slab, as
shown in Fig. 1 ( a ). On the other
hand, in a pavement, because of the
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friction developed by the subgrade
on the bottom surface of the pave
ment, the magnitude of prestressing
stress at every point throughout the
pavement can not be predictedac
curately. All we actually know is
the magnitude of the force which
is applied at the anchorage at the
edge of the pavement. Since there
is always some amount of friction
between the pavement and sub
grade, the residual prestress in the
pavement can be approximated by
a curve as shown in Fig. 1 (b ) . This
diagram would be the same for ei
ther post-tensioned or pretensioned
pavements.
To illustrate the eHect of preten
sioning on a pavement, let us con
sider the two cases in Fig. 2. Fig.
2( a) shows a prestressed slab sup
ported along its edges; Fig. 2( b)
shows a pretensioned pavement.
Let's suppose that each of these two
cases represents a prestressed slab
after the elastic strains due to pre
stressing have taken place and the
slabs have been put into service.
Let us look into deformations when
each of the slabs is subjected to
concentrated load at some point in
its interior portion.
The suspended floor slab in Fig.
2( a) under the action of the con
centrated load has a continuous cur
vature. The prestressing forces are
acting at the edges of the slab
whether the prestressing has been
applied by post-tensioning or by pre
tensioning.
However, because of subgrade re
action and friction, the concentrat
ed load, Fig. 2(b), would cause lo
cal distortions of the pavement in
the immediate vicinity of the con
centrated load. This is obvious if we
consider a pavement as a plate on
a continuous elastic support. Due
to the frictional forces there will be
a still greater tendency for the local
ization of distortions.
March, 1961 .

Under the concentrated load in
the interior portion of a preten
sioned pavement, localized bond
stresses would be set up in the pre
tensioned strands, as is shown in
Fig. 2 (b). These bond stresses cre
ate, in eHect, an independently
prestressed element inside the pre
tensioned pavement. This is an im
portant contribution of pretension
ing-namely, the potentiality of
developing reliable bond resistence
at any point in the pavement. There
is also an advantage in pretension
ing pavement with respect to its
resistence to volumetric changes.
Additional advantages of preten
sioning in pavements are:
1. Invulnerability to damage. If a
portion of the pavement-in
cluding the edge of the slab
where bond stresses are initial
ly concentrated-is for some
reason destroyed, the preten
sioning strands would develop
reliable bond stresses in the re
maining portions of the pave
ment, as is shown in Fig. 3.
2. Thickness of pavement may be
reduced when pretensioning is
employed. In post-tensioned
pavement, the tendons should
be spread as far apart as possi
ble to strike a balance between
structural behavior and econo
my and, hence, are usually over
1 in. in diameter. Since most
pavements require criss-cross
ing of tendons, the thickness of
the pavement is usually dictat
ed by the depth of the two
layers of tendons, although
from a purely structural con
sideration, a thinner pavement
would be feasible. With pre
tensioning it is possible to use
more closely spaced, thinner
strands, say 5/16 in. in diame
ter. This, in turn, results in a
thinner pavement as well as in
a more favorable distribution
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of imposed prestress. The dif
ference in thickness is illus
trated in Fig. 4.
Let us look into the practical
problems involved in imparting
prestr essing by pretensioning in the
field. In 11 restressing plants, preten
sionmg II applied against heavy
abu t m en t 5 a n chored in to the
ground. Because of the cost of abut
ments, pl'~tensioning becomes eco
nomical only if these abutments are
reused a considerable number of
times. The order of magnitude of
prestressing force in a pavement is
20 kips linear foot. To build such
an abutment alongside the pave
ment in the field would be economi
cally prohibitive. A second possible
type of abutment is one which, in
stead of its heavy weight, would
rely on the resistance of the soil.
This would take the form of sheet
piling driven alongside the pave
ment. However, this scheme would
not , be satisfactory since most soils
would yield during the period be
96
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tween tensioning of the strands and
pouring of the concrete, causing
the strands to lose a large percent
age of the prestressing force.
These were the problems that
confronted us when we were com
missioned by the United States
Navy to design an experimental pre
stressed jet taxiway. The commis
sion was given to B. K. Hough, a
prominent consulting engineer in
soil mechanics, and myself. B. K.
Hough is the developer of an in
genious method of overcoming fric
tion by Boating the subgrade.
As far as prestressing was con
cerned, we were faced with a dilem
rna: on the one hand, there was a
conviction that, for most favorable
results, the pavement had to be pre
tensioned; on the other hand, preten
sioning by the use of conventional
heavy abutrrwpts was extremely ex
pensive. To solve the problem eco
nomically, the spontaneous thought
was , to have a self-contained porta
ble abutment which could be reused
pel Journal
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Portable abutments form closed ring which is
dimensionally stabilized by auxiliary tension cables.
Fig. 6a

an unlimited number of times. Be
cause of the large forces involved,
this seemed like wishful thinking at
the time. However, further insight
into the problem revealed to the
surprise of everybody associated
with the study that such an abut
ment was within the realm of possi
bility. As a matter of fact, the port
able abutment to be described next,
emerged as an economical means
for prestressing not only airfields,
but also highway pavements. Fur
thermore, conventional pavement
equipment could be used in con
junction with the portable abutment.
The interesting feature of the
abutment is that it d erives its
strength from the very strands used
for prestressing the pavement.
The abutment is based on the
simple principle of a closed curve,
such as a ring, as shown in Fig.
5 ( a ). The ring, if subjected to a
pair of forces acting across its diag
onal, would be extremely flexible,
and large bending moments would
be set up in it. For example, a 200
ft. dia. ring, subjected to two dia
metrically opposed forces of 20 kips
each distributed over one foot of
periphery, would have a maximum
0
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bending moment of 637 kips X ft .,
requiring 70 sq. inches in cross-sec
tional area of structural steel. On
the other hand, if this ring were sub
jected to hydrostatic pressure of 20
kips per foot over the entire perime
ter, as in Fig. 5( b), no bending
moments would be set up, but the
entire ring would be in compression,
with a compressive force of 2000
kips, requiring 100 sq. inches in a
cross-sectional area of structural
steel for a total force of 12,560 kips
as compared with 70 sq. inches in
Fig. 5 ( a ), for a total force of 40
kips.
A state equivalent to hydrostatic
compression could be achi eved if
the ring is criss-crossed by strands
in tension, as in Fig. 5( c). Criss
crossing of strands has an additional
important advantage in that a ring
tied by strands does not buckle in
its plane.
The portable abutment that we
have developed and shown in Fig.
6 is essentially a closed curve, but
instead of being a circular ring it
has an oval shape. This shape has
been adopted since it is more effi
cient for pavements. In pavements,
the required longitudinal prestress
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Groups of pret ensioned prestressin1:rands
are held in take-up assemblies attached to a tment.
Fig.6b
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is usually higher than the required
transverse prestress. Hence, the oval
shape.
Figure 6 shows half of the assem
bled abutment in place. The 'abut
ment shown meaS.UTes 200 ft. x 70
ft., and is composed of assembled
elements 10 ft. long each. Fig. 6(b)
shows the main prestressing strands.
This configuration may be adjusted
so that the entire abutment is only
in compression. To make sure that
the abutment is entirely in compres
sion, as well as to eliminate buckling
of the abutment out of its plane, a
grid of auxiliary cables, as shown in
Fig. 6( a), is attached to the under
side of the abutment.
The abutment itself is built of
short portable elements, as shown in
Fig. 7. This figure shows, also, some
cross-sections. In this case the abut
ments consist of high strength steel
channels separated by timber block
ing. The separate elements are
placed on the ground to form a
closed curve as required.
The pretensioning strands in this
scheme are in clusters. Each cluster
is anchored to a movable anchorage

block. E ach block has studs passing
through the abutment. Jacks grab
the studs and pull the blocks with
the strands by pushing against the
abutment.
When the strands are tensioned
at which point the whole assembly
looks like a snow shoe or a tennis
racket-the pavement is poured with
conventional paving equipment. The
poured pavement is shown in Fig. 8.
When the pavement has hard
ened sufficiently, the prestressing
, strands are burned ofF and the abut
ment is ready to be taken apart and.
moved to another section. The auxil
iary strands, which are insignificant
relative to the prestressing strands,
are left in piace, unstressed, under
the pavement.
With the portable abutmenl , the
pavement is cast in sections. For ex
ample, the sections into whicL J e
jet taxiway for thE; Navy has 'Jtf!ll
subdivided is shown in Fig. R 1 his
particular pavement was about 2..t;"0
ft. long, one portion of which \ .1 S
50 ft. wide and the other, 150 (t.
wide. Each section is apprOXimately
150 ft. by 50 ft. In a long paveme t,
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Sect ion of pavem ent is poured with precast
blocks separatin g Block (AJ from longer main slab .

Fig.8a

Prestressing of pavement gaps is facilitated
by arching abutments against sho ulders in main slab .

Fig.8b
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Fig . 9-Plan of taxiway shows proposed method of pouring concrete for main slab sections and gaps.
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a practical method would be to have
available four abutments to be
placed consecutively along the pave
ment to be poured. Paving would
then become a continuous opera
tion: as the paver reaches, let's say,
the fourth section, the first abutment
has been released from the first sec
tion and erected in front of the
fourth section which is being paved.
When the paver is through paving
the fourth section, it is ready to
move ahead to the fifth section
where the first abutment had been
placed and where the strands have.
already been prestressed.-And so
on in a caterpillar pattern.
The next major step is to create
a continuous prestressed pavement
through the gaps so as to end up
with a continuous pavement of the
desired length. In the jet taxiway
shown previously, for example, the
length of pavement between expan
sion joints was about 1100 ft. To
bring about continuous prestress re
quires prestressing of the gaps but,
at the same time, this must be done
without disturbing the previously im
posed prestress in each individual
main section.
The continuous prestressing
through the gaps is accomplished as
follows: (Fig. 8b ) After the main
strands have been tensioned, but be
fore the main section has been
poured, precast concrete blocks
which are lined with paper so that
they can be removed easily later
on, are inserted at each end of the
pavement. The end portion of the
pavement between the gap and the
precast blocks-which we shall call
Block "A"-has embedded in it, in
addition to the main prestressing
strands crossing through it to the
abutment, another set of prestressing
strands called Strands "a", except
that these additional strands are left
loose when the main concrete sec
tion is poured. After the concrete
March, 1961

in the main sections has hardened,
there is left a gap between consecu
tive main sections. Each side of the
gap is bordered by Blocks "A" with
loose longitudinal strands "a" an
chored in each one of them and
extending into the gap. By taking
a few elements of the standard abut
ment and placing them against the
previously poured hardened main
sections of the pavement, transverse
strands are strung through the gap
and attached to the abutment. Lon
gitudinal strands "a", in turn, are
connected t9gether by a standard
unit. By stretching the transverse
strands against the abutment, and
by laterally stretching apart the lon
gitudinal strands "a" (as in "harp
ing" strands in precasting plants) ,
the entire grid of strands in the gap
is thereby prestressed. As transverse
and longitudinal strands in th e gap
are stretched, abutments exert pres
sure against the main sectic.c;s of
the pavement. Blocks "A"-in which
strands "a" are embedded-tend to
move towards the gap, relievi ng
pressure from the precast blocks.
The abutments, together with the
ends of the main sections, form ac
tually a structural ring reinforced
by transverse strands and longitudi
nal strands "a". The abutments are
in compression. The reaction in the
longitudinal direction of the abut
ments on the main sections is equal
to the sum of all tensions of the
longitudinal strands of the main sec
tion. Thus, the previous state of pre
stress in the main section has not
been disturbed.
At this stage, the precast blocks
are removed and both the gap and
the grooves left by the precast blocks
are concreted. When this concrete
hardens, the strands are burned off
the abutment and the abutments re
moved, creating a continuous pre
stressed pavement.
There are also other important ap
101

plications of the portable abutment.
It does not require too much imag
ination to see the many potential
uses of this portable abutment in
precasting plants, particularly, for
two-way prestressing of either rec
tangular or irregularly shaped slabs.
One example is shown in Fig. 10
which represents a two-way pre
stressing of a precast 80' high fin
for a stadium. It is interesting to
note that more than one slab could
be prefabricated at the same time
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within the same abutment if the
abutment is made big enough to
contain them all.
The method described previously
lends itself to plant precasting of
long girders of, say, over 100' in
Jength. These girders are too long to
be transported conveniently. How
ever, following the same procedure
as was illustrated for pavements,
they may be prefabricated in short
er pieces, transported to the con
struction site, and connected to
gether.
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Fig. 10- Within closed
ring of portable abutments
alnwst any shape desired
could be poured. System
can be utilized in precast
operations or on job site.
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